There will be three Assignments to work out and a Final Take-Home Exam. Each of these will count 25% of your grade.

Syllabus

The Bayesian Decision Theoretic Model
- Practical Examples illustrating various loss (utility) functions
- Two action problems, ‘k’ action problems, estimation problems
- Applications to standard frequentist type problems
- Admissibility, minimax procedures

Selecting the prior
- Noninformative priors
- Types of Prior Information and the resulting prior distributions
- Conjugate priors and resulting posterior distributions

Computations for the posterior
- Accept-reject sampling
- Hierarchical Bayesian and Empirical Bayesian models
- Mixture models
- Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques
- BUGS
- Predictive distribution

Robust Bayesian methods
- Partial prior information
- Families of priors

Sequential Bayesian models
- Interim analysis
- Further assurance
- Optimal stopping rules
- The Secretary problem

Note: throughout the course practical examples will be introduced with the emphasis on understanding the theoretical concept and seeing how it is applied.
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